Meaning of Planets in Transit
The Sun: Activates, energizes, catalyzes, highlights, illuminates, shines a light, infuses
energy and movement, brings to conscious awareness, ego consolidation, integration
with the self, process of individuation, encounters with solar figures in your life.
The Moon: Brings into realm of psyche and soma, feelings, emotions, moods,
relationships, family, home, subconscious, the body, community, place, belonging,
encounters with lunar figures in your life.
Mercury: Clarify, analyze, mental awareness, conscious thought, verbal discussion,
articulation, understanding through dialogue, mapping, categorizing, meaning-making,
story-telling, narration, reading, listening, traveling, learning, education, linear thought
process, rational thinking, air element of intellectual processing, a message,
quickening of the mind.
Venus: Socialize, beautify, bring into relationship – friendship, partnership, pleasure,
receptivity, yin energy, desire, allurement, themes around value(s) and money,
reciprocity, mutuality, collaboration, romanticize, encounters with Venusian people in
your life.
Mars: Activate, catalyze, energize, dynamic, move quickly, forceful direction, bring
creative fire and passion, yang energy, sexual energy, conflict, anger, aggression,
assertiveness, temperamental, impatience, impulsive, frustrate, irritate, encounters
with Mars figures in your life.
Jupiter: Expand, magnify, amplify, grow, enlarge, fill up, spill over, incorporate larger
wholes of meaning, philosophical understanding, high principles, justice, metaawareness/perspective, crown – make royal or regal, blessings, gifts, abundance,
good fortune, wealth, success, achievement, reward.
Saturn: Crystalize, consolidate, manifest, make real, give form, bring down to Earth,
into consensus reality, involution, incarnate, negate, obstruct, problems, hardship,
difficulty, pain, suffering, loss, death, ending of things, contraction, constriction,
oppression, no exit, trapped, imprisoned, rules, governance, order, law, norms,
customs, consequences, karma, unresolved issues – wounds – problems, the past,
ancestry, wisdom, maturity, aging, finitude, endings, limits, boundaries, cutting cords,
refinement, distillation, discernment, prioritize, criticize, judgmental, high standards,
ethics, morality, integrity, encounters with Saturnine people and institutions in your
life.

Uranus: Liberate, emancipate, set free, sudden change, radical breakthrough, rebirth,
chaos, disruption, creative genius, brilliance, innovation, experimentation, eccentric,
avant-garde, lightning quick, synchronicities, new ideas, new horizons, new worlds,
break open, crack, electrify, quicken, rapid succession, usher in the future, revelation,
epiphany, insight, revolutionize.
Neptune: Sensitize, water down, dissolve, weaken, make porous and permeable,
spiritualize, bring meaning and wholeness, transcendence, transpersonal experience
and view, compassion, empathy, imagination, enchant, magical, mystical, mythical,
sense of sacred, timeless, ethereal, other-worldly, non-ordinary states of
consciousness, illusion, delusion, deception, projection, transference, fantasy,
escapism, addiction.
Pluto: Deepen, intensify, empower, transform, evolve, excavate, unearth, compost,
decay, destroy, fertilize, tectonic shifts, titanic processes, volcanic eruptions,
regenerate, reborn, regrow, purify, catharsis, sexualize, instinctual, primal, animal
nature, biological, nature, wild, primordial, ancestors, bring power and immensity,
driving force of evolution, id, libido, the need to create life, initiation, unconscious
emergence of everything hidden: repressed, latent, underground, taboo, forgotten,
disavowed, monstrous, shameful, neglected, regulated to the underworld.
Chiron: Releases wounds, opens for transpersonal healing, tenderizes, vulnerability,
courage, wholeness weaving, immortal pain, agony, ancient suffering, lineage work –
both multi-lifetime and ancestral, wounded-healer figures into your life.
South Node: Unresolved wounds, past karma, familial and soul inheritance, hardearned gifts and abilities, superpowers, past material, old habits and beliefs, stuck
patterns, worn out dynamics, life-destroying, worn out tapes
North Node: Soul’s evolutionary intent, dharmic openings – future karma, following
your bliss, doors opening, new opportunities, growth, movement forward,
uncomfortable and unfamiliar, refreshing, life-enhancing, exciting possibilities, rapid
evolution, growth edge, excitement.
Eclipses: Portal openers, thins the veil between worlds, deepen and intensify, quicken,
irrational, dragon energy, powerful, empower, destroy, create, energize, activate,
metabolize, no bullshit and no hiding.
New Moon: Plant seeds, new cycle, new beginning, end of old cycle, set intentions,
clarify needs, wants, desires, refine goals and intentions, inward, quiet, calm, still,
possibility, hope.

Full Moon: Blossom, disseminate, outward growth, fullness, activation, ripening,
sharing, fullness, bigness, enlarge, magnify, amplify, robustness, illuminate, brightness.
Mercury Retrograde: Slow down, turn inward, review, revision, reform, edit,
introspective, the Hanged Man energy, through the looking glass, ceremonial time, yin
in nature, non-linear time and space, unravel, reveal, inside-out, up-side-down, outside
of ordinary time.

